ABSTRACT With the rapid development of communication technology, a large amount of spatiotemporal trajectory data has been produced. One of the critical applications of trajectory data is location prediction that is important for urban traffic planning and location-based services. Although many methods for personal location prediction have been proposed, to the best of our knowledge, some users always have sparse historical trajectory data in practical applications, resulting in poor location prediction precision. Targeting on this challenge, we propose an Individual Trajectory-Group Trajectory (ITGT) location prediction model by utilizing the pattern of group travels. First, the model performs the stay point extraction and conducts the spatial clustering to construct the clustering link. Second, Fano's inequality and clustering link are used to evaluate the predictability of location. Third, two variable order Markov models, named prediction by partial match (PPM) and probabilistic suffix tree (PST), are adopted to predict the clustering link. Finally, our approach is evaluated by using 608 712 points from 5000 volunteers at Shenzhen, China. The results show that: 1) when using individual trajectory, the PPM individual model is superior to the conventional N-order Markov model and PST individual model; 2) when all group trajectories are used, the PPM group model is not as accurate as the PPM individual model; and 3) when it classifies the group trajectory into different traffic zones, the PPM zone model is better than the PPM group model and the PPM individual model. The prediction precision of 1-3 order PPM zone model is 83.21%, 86.75%, and 87.35%, respectively, which introduces approximately 3% performance gains by utilizing the characters of traffic zone groups.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the advancement of location technology such as Global Positioning System (GPS) and Wi-Fi (Wireless Fidelity), massive spatiotemporal trajectory data have been generated. Spatiotemporal trajectory data is a record sequence of location and time of moving objects, which not only contains abundant spatiotemporal location information but also reflects human's travel mode. Most importantly, spatiotemporal trajectory data also enables us to understand human motilities better and predict their movements in the near
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future, which is of great value for more convenient locationbased services and applications [1] - [3] .
In recent years, due to the development of communication technology, a large number of high-precision personal travel trajectory data based on the intelligent transportation system, mobile communication, and social network has been collected. These datasets were widely used to better understand different human travel behavior such as travel distance distribution feature, moving track radius of rotation, and probability density distribution of the access area [4] - [8] . Based on the recent understanding of human mobility patterns, researches have been done to study the predictability of human motion patterns [6] , [9] , [10] . Some researches show that human motion could be highly regular and predictable in certain spatial scales [6] . Therefore, some studies have been conducted to predict personal next location based on users' trajectories [11] . Generally, location predictions could be classified into the continuous trajectory [12] , [13] and the discontinuous trajectory [14] , which includes the individual selection model and aggregate model. The specific methods include the model based on the patterns of historical trajectory, the Markov model, the Bayesian inference model, and the Integrated model [15] - [18] . The most common method for location prediction is Markov Model [19] - [23] . The traditional N-order Markov (NM) Model [19] , [20] and the Hidden Markov Model [21] use the state transition matrix to predict the user's next location when calculating the transition probability. However, the relatively high spatial complexity and zero frequency because of sparse data limit their development. To solve these two problems, the Variable Order Markov Model is proposed including the Prediction by Partial Match (PPM) algorithm and the Probabilistic Suffix Tree (PST) algorithm [22] , [23] .
Although a variety of methods for personal location prediction have been proposed, to our best knowledge, some users always have sparse historical trajectory data in practical applications, which significantly reduces the performance of personal location prediction models. Targeting on this issue, we propose a novel approach to improve personal location prediction precision by utilizing the pattern of their group travels. This paper is organized as follows: Section II provides the view of the data used in this research. Section III outlines the mechanism of ''Individual trajectory-Group trajectory'' location prediction model (ITGT). Section IV presents the experimental results and discusses existing issues. Section V provides conclusions.
II. DATA DESCRIPTION
The GPS trajectory data and the traffic zone data are used in this research (summarized in Table 1):   TABLE 1 . A summary of experiment data.
1) The GPS trajectory data ( Fig. 1 ) used in this research were obtained from 5000 volunteers in Shenzhen city, China. Fig. 2 shows the volunteers' demographic statistics. The GPS coordinate points were recorded every five seconds, covering a total of 18 days from October 31, 2017, to November 17, 2017. As a result, the total distance of the GPS points exceeded 456,898 kilometers, the total number of GPS points reached 608,712, and the district with the highest density of trajectory points is Luohu District. The software to track volunteers' locations needs to be activated by volunteers. Fig. 3 shows the number of active volunteers in 18 days. As is shown, many volunteers did not contribute continuous GPS data. 2) Traffic zone is a collection of nodes or links with a certain degree of traffic correlation and traffic similarity, which reflects the spatiotemporal traffic feature of urban road network [24] . There are two purposes for dividing a city into different traffic zones. One is to link the generation of traffic demand with the VOLUME 7, 2019 socio-economic indicators of a specific area. The other is to show the spatial flow of traffic demand by the traffic distribution diagram between traffic zones, which is convenient to simulate the traffic flow on the road network with traffic assignment theory. The principle of division is generally not to break administrative divisions and the land nature and traffic feature of traffic zones should be as consistent as possible. This paper uses 491 traffic zones in 10 districts of Shenzhen city. Fig. 4(a) shows the distribution and number of traffic zones in different districts of Shenzhen. Night point refers to the GPS point collected from 10:00 pm to 6:00 am. In general, people are more likely to appear in their homes from 10:00 pm to 6:00 am. Therefore, night points are usually distributed in individual residence, which further reflects the traffic zone where people live. Fig. 4(b) shows the distribution of all night points in different traffic zones.
III. THE ''INDIVIDUAL TRAJECTORY-GROUP TRAJECTORY'' (ITGT) MODEL
The ''Individual trajectory-Group trajectory'' location prediction model (ITGT) utilizes the pattern of group travels to predict personal locations with the following processes ( Fig. 5 ): 1) The trajectory data of each user is connected to a trajectory link in chronological order. 2) The model performs the stay point extraction on trajectory points to construct the stay point link.
3) The stay points are spatially clustered, and the stay point link is transformed into the clustering link. 4) Fano's inequality and clustering link are used to evaluate the predictability of the personal next location. 5) Two Variable Order Markov Models which named Prediction by Partial Match (PPM) and Probabilistic Suffix Tree (PST) are adopted to predict the clustering link based on individual trajectory and group trajectory.
A. DATA ANALYSIS AND TRAVEL PREDICTABILITY
Fano's inequality of information theory is used to calculate the upper limit of prediction probability [15] , [16] . For a given location dataset, calculating the upper limit of the prediction precision max can be equivalently converted to calculate the lower bound of the prediction error using the Fano's inequality, (1 − max). The idea of the Fano's inequality is to suppose that the known random variable Y , then to infer the value of the random variable X associated with Y , and the error probability of X is associated with its conditional entropy H ( X | Y ). Assuming that the estimated value of X is X , which is calculated by Y , and the value space of X is χ.
We have a lower bound on the probability of X = X , then form the Markov chain X → Y → X . The error probability can be defined as
According to Fano's inequality, there is an inequality
Since the value of Pe is only two cases, then H (Pe) is a binary entropy, and the maximum value of H (Pe) is 1, so the (2) can be weakened to
That is
Equation (4) is the probability of error, which characterizes a lower bound of unequal probability, that is, the lower bound of the error prediction, and the correct upper bound of the prediction can be obtained. From
We can get
Equation (6) provides the upper bound of the correct prediction result, which is used to measure the performance of a prediction model and whether the model has reached a higher prediction precision. Based on our trajectory dataset, the max distribution and max cumulative distribution are calculated. Fig. 6 shows that max is generally higher than 0.6, and 94.59% of the max is higher than 0.7. Such results indicate high predictability of the next location in our study area, which is highly repetitive and regular in a relatively short time domain. 
B. CLUSTERING LINK CONSTRUCTION 1) STAY POINT EXTRACTION
The spatiotemporal trajectory's application covers many aspects such as geography [25] , biology [26] , chemistry [27] , and meteorology [28] - [30] and so on. However, the original trajectory data is often uncategorized and irregular. To reflect the regularity of location information and discover the hidden knowledge, the extraction of stay points is often needed [15] , [31] , [32] . A stay point stands for a geographic region where a user stayed over a certain time interval and performed activities. In general, these stay points occur in two situations:
1) A stay point occurs when an individual remains stationary for a period exceeding a threshold. In most cases, this status happens when people enter a building and lose satellite signal for a time interval until coming back outdoors. 2) A user wanders around within a certain geospatial range for a period. At this moment, multiple GPS points were involved in the spatial region. This situation occurs when people travel outdoors and are attracted to the surrounding environment. As compared to raw GPS points, different stay points carry particular semantic meanings (e.g., workplace, shopping mall, and runway in a park). In this paper, we adopt a threshold-based approach to extract stay points with both time threshold and distance threshold [15] . As is shown in Fig. 7 , if a person spent more than 30 minutes within a distance of 200 meters, the region is recognized as a stay point [32] . Based on this approach, the trajectory data of each user is connected to a trajectory link in chronological order. After extracting the stay points, the historical trajectory link [T_1→ T_2→ . . . → T_m] of each user can be transformed into the stay point link [S_1→ S_2→ . . . → S_n].
There are three reasons for extracting stay point before clustering [15] : 1) If we directly perform clustering on each user's GPS trajectory data, we will miss some significant places like home and shopping malls. As GPS devices lose satellite signal indoors, few GPS points will be gathered on such places. Thus, the density of points collected there cannot satisfy the condition to form a cluster. 2) On the contrary, in some regions like road crossings, that a user iteratively passes but do not carry semantic meanings, will be extracted into a cluster because of the high density of GPS points. 3) Moreover, the computation of clustering will be extremely heavy as the number of GPS points is quite large compared to stay points.
2) SPATIAL CLUSTERING
Clustering analysis is an important technique to extract the features of trajectory data and is widely used in trajectory data mining. By clustering spatiotemporal trajectory data, the similarity of different travel patterns can be identified. K-Means [33] and DBSCAN [34] are two of the most widely used algorithms for clustering. Due to the nature of human trajectory data, we chose the DBSCAN approach to reduce the impact of unbalanced data distribution and detect nonconvex clusters. DBSCAN algorithm clusters data based on density so that it can find any irregular location such as nearby restaurants, shopping streets, tourist attractions, and other irregular travels. Therefore, a DBSCAN clustering process is used according to the density connectivity between stay points and assign those stay points around the core points that satisfying the density threshold to the same cluster. After clustering, we can replace every stay point in the stay point link with the cluster number where it is located, and the stay point link [S_1→ S_2→ . . . → S_n] is transformed into the clustering link [C_1→ C_2→ . . . → C_k].
C. PERSONAL LOCATION PREDICTION MODEL 1) PREDICTION BY PARTIAL MATCH MODEL
The PPM algorithm uses the ''Dictionary Tree'' to solve the problem of low space utilization and the escape mechanism to solve the problem of zero frequency. To construct a dictionary tree of clustering link, we should determine the order D of the model. For the location prediction problem, the escape mechanism is used if a cluster does not appear after a training clustering link. For each clustering link s whose length is k (k ≤ D), the escape mechanism allocates a conditional probabilityP (escape |s ) for all clusters that did not appear after the clustering link s in the training link, and the remaining probability 1 −P (escape |s ) is distributed among all other clusters that appear after the clustering link s. The mechanism is shown in the following equation:
For the empty clustering sequence ε, PPM takes
Which represents all clusters that have appeared in the training set and c represents any cluster in the cluster set. The s in the equation represents all clusters that have appeared after the clustering link s in the training sequence and s' represents the longest suffix of clustering link s.
For each clustering link s and cluster c, let N (sc) represents the frequency of sc in the training sequence. Let s be the set of clusters of the training sequence that appearing after the clustering link s, that is, s = {c:N (sc) >0}. Here are the following equations:
, if c ∈ s (9)
In the learning stage, the PPM algorithm constructs a dictionary tree T from the training sequence. Each node in T is associated with a cluster and has a counter. If we determine the order is D, then D +1 is the maximal depth of T. The algorithm starts with a root node corresponding to the empty clustering sequence ε and incrementally parses the training data to one cluster c and its D-sized sub-link at a time, which commonly define a path of the tree T. After parsing the first D clusters, each newly constructed path is of length D +1 and the counters along this path increase. Therefore, any node's counter represents the frequency that the cluster c (corresponding to the node) appears after the clustering sequence s represented by the path, that is N (sc). After constructing the dictionary tree, the conditional probability P (c|s) can be calculated by the dictionary tree, which c is any cluster in the cluster set, and s is a clustering link with a length less than or equal to D. In the Markov process, we first start from the root node, traverse the dictionary tree (Note that the traversal rule is whether s', the longest suffix of s matches). Then s'c represents a complete path from the root node to the leaf, and finally (8)-(10) can be used to calculate the conditional probability.
From the construction of dictionary tree and the process of calculating the conditional probability, we can learn that the time complexity for learning is O (n) and the computation of P (c|s) cost O (| s | 2 ) time.
2) PROBABILISTIC SUFFIX TREE MODEL
The PST algorithm uses ''Suffix Tree'' to describe the probabilistic features of clustering links. The cluster set denotes all clusters that have appeared in the training set, and a suffix tree T over is a nonempty rooted tree, where the out-degree of each node varies between zero (for leaf node) and | |. Each edge in the tree is associated with a cluster in , and the edges from a node cannot have the same symbol. Each node in the tree is related to a clustering sequence consisting of clusters in the cluster set . The label of node v is generated by backtracking from node v to the root node, that is, the reverse representation of edges from the root node to node v.
Each node of the tree has a corresponding | |-dimensional probability vector, in which the probability vector of the root is an unconditional probability of each cluster in the cluster set, that is, the probability of each cluster appearing in the cluster set. The probability vectors of other nodes are the transition probability from the node to each cluster in the cluster set, which is expressed by conditional probability P (c|s), where c represents a cluster in the cluster set and s represents the clustering sequence of the node. The following equation shows the calculation of P (c|s):
which |sc| represents the frequency of sc appears in the training set and s represents the frequency of a new clustering sequence that consisting of the clustering sequence s and any cluster in the training set. The PST algorithm needs to set up three parameters, which are order D, support degree min_sup, and confidence degree min_conf. The following steps accomplish the construction of suffix tree T: 1) Initialization. The suffix tree T contains only one root node. The probability vector of the root node is the relative frequency of each cluster in the cluster set, and the cluster whose relative frequency is higher than min_sup is added to the candidate set of sub-nodes. 2) If the candidate set of sub-nodes is empty, exit the algorithm. Otherwise, the first candidate node in the candidate set of sub-nodes is extracted. 3) If the depth of the candidate node is smaller than the tree height h (h = D +1), calculating the probability vector of the candidate node, which is the transition probability from the candidate node to each cluster. 4) Let s represents the clustering sequence of the candidate node, for each cluster c in the cluster set, if the ratio of the frequency of cs in training set to the frequency of s is bigger than the min_conf, the node whose clustering sequence is cs will be added to the candidate set of sub-nodes. Finally, According to the probability vector of the arriving node, the probability of c i is obtained.
From the construction of the probabilistic suffix tree and the method of calculating the probability, we can learn that the learning phase of PST algorithm has a time complexity of O (Dn 2 ) and the time complexity for calculating P (c|s) is O (D).
3) PREDICTION OF THE NEXT LOCATION
For each user, all their historical trajectory records can form a historical trajectory link. After stay point extraction and spatial clustering, the historical trajectory link can be transformed into the clustering link. We use each user's clustering link to train the PPM model and PST model and calculate the probability that the user will appear in each possible spatial domain in the future based on their current locations. Finally, we make the spatial domain of maximum probability as a prediction result to achieve the prediction of personal next location.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

A. PARAMETER SELECTION
In this experiment, our algorithms are implemented in Java and evaluated on a windows platform with a 3.40GHz Intel processor and 16GB memory. For stay point extraction, we set the distance threshold to 200 meters and the time threshold to 30 minutes. By setting these two thresholds, we finally obtain 5000 trajectories represented by stay points, which contains 61,817 stay points. For the DBSCAN algorithm, the MinPts parameter of the minimum number of points is set to five, and the Eps parameter of the neighborhood radius is set to 10 meters. After clustering, there are 1859 trajectories with 1952 clusters. Fig. 8 shows the clustering result of all users and the detailed clustering effect of the red rectangle. For the PPM algorithm, we set the order D to 1-3 for the construction of the dictionary tree and the process of calculating the conditional probability. For the PST algorithm, the order D is also set to 1-3, the support degree min_sup and confidence degree min_conf are both 0.001 for the construction of the probabilistic suffix tree. Table 2 shows the parameters we used in the experiment, including their description and detailed setting. 
B. EVALUATION MEASUREMENTS
To evaluate the effect of different models, we introduce three main measurements, the Precision, Recall, and F-score, which are defined as (12)-(14). In the following equations, accurate_n represents the number of correct predictions, wrong_n represents the number of incorrect predictions, and total_n represents the number of all predictions. Note that if more than one of the predicted locations have the highest probability and one of them is the right location, the prediction is recorded as correct prediction.
Pr ecision = accurate_n accurate_n + wrong_n (12) Recall = accurate_n + wrong_n total_n (13)
C. PREDICTION BASED ON INDIVIDUAL TRAJECTORY
Prediction based on individual trajectory uses only a single user's historical trajectory data to train the prediction algorithm to predict the personal next location. In our research, the trajectory data of each user is connected to a trajectory link in chronological order. After extracting the stay points, the historical trajectory link of each user can be transformed into the stay point link. After clustering, we can replace every stay point in the stay point link with the cluster number where it is located, and the stay point link is transformed into the clustering link. Then, we use 80% of the data as the training set and the remaining 20% as the test set to train each user's prediction model. Finally, we calculate the location prediction results and evaluate the performance of several models. precision of 1-3 order NM individual model is 52.34%, 55.71%, and 54.66%, the prediction precision of 1-3 order PST individual model is 56.97%, 59.14%, and 60.88%, and the prediction precision of 1-3 order PPM individual model is 81.14%, 83.76%, and 85.86% respectively. For Variable Order Markov Model, since they can adaptively adjust according to the length of the input sequence to find the sub-sequence that best matches it, the location prediction precision of the higher order individual model is higher than the lower order individual model. For traditional N-order Markov model, the 2-NM individual model performs better than the 1-NM individual model because two order model considers two previous locations when predicting while one order model only considers one. As the order continues to increase, the prediction precision of the NM individual model decreases. At the same time, we can see that for any n-order model (1≤ n ≤3), the NM individual model has the lowest prediction precision, while the PPM individual model has the highest prediction precision. model under different orders. The prediction recall of PST individual model and PPM individual all achieved 100%, while the recall of 1-3 order NM individual model is 92.02%, 90.18%, and 83.39% respectively, which decreased with the increase of order. This is because the Variable Order Markov Model returns the appropriate result whether the test sequence appears in the training set or not, while the traditional N-order Markov model only returns the result when the test sequence exists in the training set. Otherwise, it simply returns the null. The higher the order, the more data is needed for training, so the prediction recall of the higher NM model is lower.
Based on the precision results and the recall results, the prediction F-score of the NM individual model, PST individual model, and PPM individual model under different orders are obtained naturally, which is shown in Fig. 11 . The prediction F-score of 1-3 order NM individual model is 66.73%, 68.87%, and 66.04%, the prediction F-score of 1-3 order PST individual model is 72.59%, 74.32%, and 75.68%, and the prediction F-score of 1-3 order PPM individual model is 89.59%, 91.16%, and 92.39% respectively. The results show that for any n-order model (1≤ n ≤3), the prediction F-score of the PPM individual model is higher than the NM individual model and PST individual model, which indicates that the PPM individual model has better prediction performance.
D. PREDICTION BASED ON GROUP TRAJECTORY 1) BASED ON ALL GROUP TRAJECTORIES
Because volunteers do not keep the software open all the time, the total number of days recorded by different volunteers is different, and some users' historical data are sparse. The sparse data shows that the known knowledge of the location is relatively scarce and no sufficient information about the historical location is excavated, so the location transfer law used for learning cannot characterize the user's mobile behavior and lead to the predictability of the future location relatively poor. Therefore, the group trajectory indicates the pattern of group travels can be used to predict. Prediction based on group trajectory, that is, using the trajectory of all others in the group to predict the next location of the current individual, is the application of herd mentality in social psychology in a broad sense. Herd mentality refers to personal behavior is vulnerable to external crowd behavior, resulting in their perception, judgment, and understanding show a similar manner with the majority of people. On the problem of location prediction, it shows that the behavior of moving choice in the next location of an individual is not only influenced by the individual's wishes, but also by the herd mentality, which makes his movement similar to the majority in the same location involuntarily under the pressure and guidance of the group [35] . Therefore, even if there is bias in an individual's future movement, it will be affected by herd mentality. Compared with the prediction based on individual trajectory, the prediction based on group trajectory uses the trajectories of more users to replace the long-term individual trajectory.
The experiment also converts every user's historical trajectory link into the corresponding clustering link. After that, the PPM model is used to train the common model of all people in the group based on all the trajectories to calculate the location prediction precision under different orders. Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 compare the location prediction precision and prediction F-score of the PPM group model and PPM individual model under different orders. The prediction precision of 1-3 order PPM group model is 78.31%, 80.93%, and 82.72% respectively, while the prediction F-score is 87.84%, 89.46%, and 90.54%. It can be seen that for any n-order model (1≤ n ≤3), the prediction precision and prediction F-score of the PPM group model are lower than the PPM individual model. The reason is that the preference and daily activities of different users in the group are generally different, and the behavior patterns of different people are different, while the PPM group approach ignores the diversity of individual travels. Therefore, it is insufficient to predict the personal location by considering all group trajectories as a group. VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 13. Prediction F-score of the PPM group/PPM individual model. 2) BASED ON GROUP TRAJECTORY OF THE SAME TRAFFIC ZONE Fig. 12 shows that the prediction precision of the PPM group model is lower than the PPM individual model. To excavate more internal regular movement of group trajectory and improve the prediction precision, for each user in the group, we screen out their night points to mark the traffic zone of the night points on the spatial location and then count the frequency of each traffic zone. After that, the traffic zone with the highest frequency is marked as the traffic zone to which the user belongs. Therefore, all users in the group can be divided into multiple categories according to the traffic zone, and the users in the same category belong to the same traffic zone.
Then we reuse the historical trajectories of the group to predict the personal location, and only the group trajectories of all other users in the same traffic zone are screened out for training. Table 3 and Table 4 compare the location prediction precision and prediction F-score of the PPM group model, PPM individual model, and PPM zone model under different orders. The experimental results show that for any n-order model (1≤ n ≤3), the prediction precision and prediction F-score of the PPM zone model are higher than the PPM group model and PPM individual model. This is because compared with the whole group, the travel rules and activity choices of the group in the same traffic zone have more spatial similarities. Therefore, using the group trajectory of the same traffic zone effectively improves the location prediction performance based on individual trajectory and all group trajectories. 
E. THE RUNNING TIME OF DIFFERENT MARKOV MODELS
As is shown in Fig. 14 , the running time of each model used in the experiment is relatively short. Among them, by reducing the spatial complexity, the PPM individual model achieves the shortest execution time, while the PPM group model runs the slowest because of using the entire group.
F. DISCUSSION
As is shown in Table 3 and Table 4 , the PPM individual approach generally outperforms the PPM group approach. Although the grouping approach helps address the issue of sparse historical trajectory records, it also ignores the diversity of individual travels. Therefore, there is a significant trade-off between the trajectory richness (group impacts) and individual diversity (individual impacts). Simply introducing the entire group of a large study area could often result in worse prediction performance. On the other hand, by classifying individuals into different traffic zone groups, the PPM zone model achieved the best prediction performance. As compared with the PPM group approach, the PPM zone approach considers the travel similarities of the different individual inside the same traffic zone. As is shown in our results, the prediction precision using PPM zone approach is also higher than the PPM individual approach, which indicates that the traffic zone groups contain more individual movement laws in our study area. Since the more data the training model is often more able to reflect the location transfer law, the PPM zone model will include more human movement laws with the increase of data, so as to better solve the bias in an individual's future movement. In the future, we plan to explore the applicability of different trajectory grouping approaches such as gender, age, and salary, and develop a more complicated group-based prediction model for human trajectory.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes an ''Individual trajectory-Group trajectory'' location prediction model that utilizes the pattern of group travels to improve personal location prediction precision. First, the ITGT performs the stay point extraction and conducts the spatial clustering to construct the clustering link. Second, Fano's inequality and clustering link are used to evaluate the predictability of the personal next location. Third, two Variable Order Markov Models which named Prediction by Partial Match (PPM) and Probabilistic Suffix Tree (PST) are adopted to predict the clustering link based on individual trajectory and group trajectory. Finally, the experimental results demonstrate strong predictability in our study area, and the PPM individual model outperforms the traditional NM individual model and PST individual model. When all trajectories are considered as a group for individual trajectory prediction (the PPM group approach), the prediction precision decreases. When using the group trajectory of the same traffic zone, the PPM zone model is better than the PPM group model and the PPM individual model, which effectively improves personal location prediction precision with approximately 5% and 3% performance gains respectively. 
